**What's New**

Your guide to the new features in OPPM 18

**Show Sub Items in Scorecard:** In past releases, OPPM had no provision to view sub-items on scorecard. Users want to see the sub-items for directly in the scorecard rather than having to go to the another module to view the list of sub-items. In v18, the general tab of the setup wizard window for a scorecard has a new option ‘Default dynamic list type’. Users can select a dynamic list type by clicking on the drop-down button. Doing so will link this dynamic list type with the particular scorecard so that these sub-items can be shown in the scorecard. If dynamic list is not linked then all sub-items are visible.
Create Portfolio from Scenario: In existing versions of OPPM, scenarios can be created in an investor map by adding or removing an item or a candidate from a portfolio or super portfolio. Users want to create a new portfolio based on this scenario, in order to save, share, plan and monitor the final mix of projects. Version 18 provides user with a button to create a new portfolio based on the scenario selected.
Scorecard Column Freeze: Currently only the first column is frozen in the OPPM scorecard. Customers have requested the ability to freeze more than one column for better usability of scorecard. On right click of any column headers in scorecard, two new options can be seen: Freeze all left columns and Unfreeze.

Reduce Dynamic List Rows: By default, the height of the dynamic list is set to nine, which shows ten rows in the existing OPPM UI. There are some cases where users want to reduce the number of rows, as they are empty and occupy unnecessary space on forms. In v18 users will be given a provision to reduce the height of a dynamic list to a minimum of five. By doing so users will start seeing three rows in a dynamic list on the UI. To accommodate the reduced height, the right side editing buttons will be moved next to each other.
Filtering for Categories of Type=User: Today in OPPM, users cannot restrict the number or type of users shown in a user type category drop down list. For instance, if the OPPM configuration contains 1000 user accounts, and we have a category called “Project Sponsors”, all 1000 users will be shown in the list but not all are valid project sponsors. It would be nice if we could limit the drop down list to the much smaller list of valid users. As of v18, a filter will be provided while creating the categories of user type in properties tab so that the users shown in the drop down can be limited to a predefined list or members of a specified group.
Audit Log Usability Enhancement: The OPPM audit log shows all the audit information in a single HTML page, lacking result filtering and pagination. As the size of the log increases, page rendering takes a long time. This makes viewing the page very troublesome and sometimes even unusable. The v18 release provides administrators with a view and edit icon instead of a print icon in the access tab of admin UI for “Activate Audit Log”. This new tab allows filtering and printing.
**New Security Module for Calculated Categories:** Prior to this release, permission for a user to override cell data was driven only through categories or items/portfolios. There are certain use cases where this is not sufficient. For instance, one common requirement is to allow users to edit values for a given time period and have this value rollup to the summary (portfolio) level. Customers need a way to secure the summary value and not the category value, so users do not have the ability to override the summary value. OPPM v18 provides a new security module ‘Allow/deny users to override cells’ to address this. By implementing this module, one more check will be applied at higher level where only specific users will be granted permission to override cell values.
**GDPR Compliance:** In v18 OPPM is introducing the ability for admins to set a privacy policy message for users to accept as well as a cookie notification message. This is to provide customers with the ability to comply with the 2018 GDPR requirements. New users can be required to accept the policy upon their first login to OPPM.
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